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TechCorro™ [FL] range of Liquid Corrosion Inhibitors 
 
TechCorro™[FL] 100 A very thin, high quality, versatile oil providing excellent 

water-displacing and short-term unpacked or longer-term 
packed corrosion protection.  It is ideal in a dip-tank at the 
end of a washing cycle or for the export/storage of 
machinery.  Meets MoD and NATO requirements. 

TechCorro™[FL] 110 A liquid highly resistant to acid fumes that is also water-
displacing.  Typical use in dip-tanks following the pickling 
and washing of steel. 

TechCorro™[FL] 120 Similar to TechCorro™[FL] 100 but it provides a thin, touch-
dry, non-oily film that is an alternative to the standard 
TechCorroTM[FL] 100 finish. 

TechCorro™[FL] 130MPI Similar to TechCorro™[FL] 100 but it gives added protection 
for non-ferrous metals such as electrical equipment and 
multi-metal assemblies. 

TechCorro™[FL] 200 A thin and very high quality, general-purpose product that 
provides medium-term unpacked and long-term packed 
protection.  Water-displacing with good ‘creep’ 
characteristics allows the film to reach remote and 
inaccessible areas. 

TechCorro™[FL] 400 A very thick grease-like gel that will provide very long-term 
corrosion protection for equipment stored outside.  

TechCorro™[FL] 700VCI A liquid containing VCI and other inhibitors to give simple 
and effective corrosion prevention in enclosed areas such 
as engines, gearboxes, fuel tanks, hydraulic systems, etc. 
Generally no removal is required as it is compatible with 
most lubricants, petrol and diesel. 

TechCorro™[FL] 800VCI Operates in a similar way to TechCorro™[FL] 700VCI but 
uses water in place of oil.  It can therefore be used in water-
based systems such as boilers. 

Other TechCorro™ products 
In addition to this range of special liquids, Technology Packaging provides Volatile Corrosion 
Inhibitors (VCIs) in films, papers, including boards, PE coated materials, chips, plastic, powders and 
a large number of special-purpose laminates.  Skilled technicians are constantly reviewing and 
developing new products that are most often customer led.  
 

This information is based on existing knowledge and it is not binding. No legal claims can be derived from it. 
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  Bags
  Rolls
  Sheets
   
  Corrugated paper  
  Cartons and boards         
  Chips 

  Various desiccant types
  In bags
  Bulk
  
  VCI Foams
  VCI Devices

  A comprehensive range of items including:-   
  handling equipment, heat sealing tools 
  packing benches, packing cases/containers  
  and more. 
 
  Polyethylene films 
  Stretch films
  Shrink films
  Laminated film products
  Bubble films 

  Oil based
  Water based
  VOC free and more…

  Flat papers
  Creped papers
  PE Coated papers 
  Reinforced papers 
  Laminated paper products   

  Plastic items with or without VCI such as:-
  netting, corrugated sheets, wire and more…

All these products 
are supplied with or 
without VCI 
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TechCorro [B]
boards

TechCorro [BF]
barrier foils

TechCorro [D]
desiccants

TechCorro [E]
emitters

TechCorro [EQ]
equipment

TechCorro [F]
films

TechCorro [FL]
fluids

TechCorro [P]
papers

TechCorro [PL]
plastics


